
GYMBOO

WOOD, CORK & BAMBOO 3.6

PRODUCT INFORMATION
WHAT: In an effort to make sports flooring more
sustainable, Sustainable Flooring has created Gymboo,
a rapidly renewable alternative to the slow maturing
Maple typically used. With a proprietary shock
absorption system that achieves DIN/EN certification
for professional and educational athletic facilities,
Gyboo is a cost-effective alternative that doesn’t
sacrifice performance. Gymboo Float is a product
similar to the Gymboo Sport, but it is thicker, wider,
and installs without nails or glue. The shock-absorbing
pads beneath the flooring helps the users by providing
significant force reduction for those exercising on it,
minimizing joint and impact injuries common on rigid
flooring products (concrete finish, wood on slab, etc.).
The proprietary fastening system on the Gymboo
Float allows the floor to float freely on the shock
absorbing substrate layer.
WHERE: Gymboo Sport is designed for use in
professionals and educational athletic spaces. Gymboo
Float is designed specifically for smaller exercise
spaces that require excellent impact absorption such as
yoga, dance and exercise studios.
WHY: Gymboo matches or exceeds Maple sports
flooring in deflection, rebound, absorption, and
friction characteristics making it a perfect replacement
or alternative for sports flooring installations that
would typically use Maple. Every plank is rated grade
A ‘clear’ for consistent grain and color. Each plank
measures 76” for simplified installation and precise
square footage when ordering.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Dimensions: ¾” x 2¼” x 76″ 
- Bamboo is 100% rapidly renewable
- Made with Low-VOC and NAUF (No 
Added Urea Formaldehyde) adhesives – E0 
and CARB compliant
- DIN certified/EN-compliant 
- Knot-free construction equivalent to Clear 
Grade Maple with no waste related to natural 
product imperfections
- Comes in an Unfinished square edge with a 
prefinished underside to prevent subfloor 
moisture
- “Vertical” construction for consistent and 
equalized hardness
- Treated with a natural insecticide
- Shock-pads are 100% recycled, and substrate 
can be requested as FSC Certified
- Gymboo available as FSC Certified
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